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MWB presents the key trends to emerge from this 
season’s Jacket Required, which spans apparel, footwear, 
accessories and lifestyle products. 
—

This season marked the ninth edition of premium menswear trade show  
Jacket Required, where over 300 brands showcased their s/s 16 collections 
featuring apparel and accessories from all over the world. 

With s/s comes the seasonal trends explored through print, pattern  
and denim, where thick layers and dark colour palettes are substituted for  
light fabrics, cotton-blends and bleach washes. Printed denim, intricate designs 
and embroidery were key, citing various references such as street style and 
David Lynch.

Increasingly noted this season was the blend between menswear apparel 
and lifestyle, made apparent by the introduction of more exhibiting lifestyle-
focused brands. Both buyers and exhibitors saw a focus on all spectrums of the 
man’s wardrobe at the show, from premium basics to stationery and homeware. 

As Jacket Required grows in the international world of menswear, foreign 
focuses have become integral to spotlighting certain markets. Western 
Europe has often melded apparel and lifestyle to form comfort-led clothing 
with understated but alternative colours. America’s workwear is taking a global 
approach, with home-grown brands exhibiting for the first time in the UK, 
offering authenticity through functional-focused clothing.
—
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DENIM

BETHNALS

FLYING HORSE INDIGO GOODS

FDMTL

WOOD WOOD

WAVEN

BLUE COLLAR WORKER

WOOD WOOD

AMERICAN

EBBETS FIELD FLANNELS
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BEN DAVIES
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G.H. BASS
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PATTERNS & PRINTS

MR STANFORD

STANCE

AKIO

LIBERTINE LIBERTINE

EAT DUST

RASCALS

EVISU

MI-PAC
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